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Request for Proposals 
“GBiz” 

A Green Business Incubator Space     East Oakland, Oakland CA 
 

Q and A via walk through, emailed questions 
as of 10/16/2012 

                               
Q: Is the parking space area  open for discussion? 
Yes, most definitely, depending upon the scenario, configuration. 
                      
Q: When is the anticipated start date for access to the middle portion of the building? 
TBD, based upon this process.  That said, unless it occurs prior to major shifts in the use of this property, the 
moving of current SVdP operations to a Downtown Oakland site, would take at least 3 months from the signing 
of formal agreements with an outside entity.  
 
Q: When is the lease terminated for the back building that Habitat for Humanity is now leasing for 
storage? 
Lease expires on Feb. 28, 2013. 
 
Q:What is the use of the horse trailer area? 
SVdP currently uses this area to process for thrift store operations.  Depending upon the scenarios, and 
configuration, SVdP would continue to this operation or possibly move it to another location, depending up the 
attractiveness/match of the partnerships assembled.  
 
Q: How many sq. ft. is the back warehouse area? 
There can be various configurations, scenarios. Please reference original RFP materials. 
 
Q: I am looking for 1,000 sq. ft.  space for parking lot, 1,000 sq. ft inside the warehouse. Are you 
open to smaller size lease arrangements? 
Yes, if we can create a critical mass of tenants.        
 
Q: How many sq. ft. is the middle portion of the main building? 
There can be various configurations, scenarios. Please reference original RFP materials. 
 
Q: Is there access to a drive-in truck with a debris box? 
No, not currently, but open to solving that, TBD by who pays for what. 
 
Q: Would you oppose to truck scale? 

No. 
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Q: We are considering responding to the green partnerships RFP. Our program would involve 

reuse of old refrigerator parts. Do you have old refrigerators in your waste materials stream? 

Currently we do not have refrigerators in our waste stream.  Conceivably, like make any other items, 

we could accept them as part of our in-kind donation processes,at our other sites in Alameda County, 

but we would need to know that there is a buyer for the unit, a revenue stream tied to us collecting such 

an item (e.g. like ewaste), and no negative impact on our property relative to hazmat fees, etc., from the 

City. 

 

Q: If we are only interested in the back 1/3 of the property, how would parking be resolved? 

As with any scenario, we will consider the needs of proposed users, and attempt to design space around 

the best possible scenario for all involved.  

 

Q: Are you willing to have a significant traffic flow of vehicles for a collection system process, 

seven days a week? 

Yes, we are open to an array of operational needs as long as all needs and considerations are outlined 

during the course of a lease negotiation process. For the purposes of responding to this RFP, the most 

amount of transparency of needs, operations, considerations will only strengthen the consideration 

during the review process.  

 

Q:  How long does SVdP think they can waive the lease it without needing to see a monthly 

income stream?   Can the lease payment be gradually implemented to the $0.30  to 0.50 p.s.f 

level?  Does SVdP intend to maintain ownership of the leased portion of the site? 

The term of the lease waiver is dependent upon the structure of the partnership, the direct and indirect 

benefits for SVdP, the community, as a result of the partnership.  Like any nonprofit, we have multiple 

bottom lines.   Yes, we can see a graduation of lease payments, at terms TBD. SVdP prefers to retain 

ownership of the property and would need a strong rationale, project, financial incentive, partnership 

to consider otherwise. 

 

Q: The RFP states that responses must have sections for all three components of the incubator.  

Further,  it allows the applicant to address only one of the three.  So, does that mean for example 

that the respondent to the Physical Properties component does not need to address the specific 

items from the Program Vision section?  What is meant by having the sections for all three 

components? 

Respondents may respond to a single section or to all sections of the RFP.  That said, please be sure to 

respond to all of the questions within the section or sections that you reply to.  There may be a partner 

willing to take on the whole concept.   Alternatively, there may be multiple partners interested in only 

portions of the concept, and during the course of review, SVdP may be able to assemble a 

complementary group of partners.  

 

Q:   Is an applicant required to submit proposed specific client or business profiles? 

It is not required, but will it will strengthen the proposal to identify specific clients or tenants.    

 

Q:  Is SVdP willing to pledge upfront capital improvement on the current structures or would 

SVdP consider doing the same for any new structures necessary for the business? 

SVdP is not readily in the position to invest huge sums in the property without assistance.  Ideally, 

assembled partnerships will include and/or attract funders/investors interested in this concept, in East 

Oakland.    


